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10th Anniversary
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February kicks-off STPA’s
Anniversary Spirit Celebration with our
#FIERCEFRIDAY Campaign. Every Friday in February has been designated as
SPARTAN ‘SPIRIT DAY’ where students and staff can show off their fierce
sense of style and pride by sporting their Limited Edition 10th Anniversary
Spirit Gear!
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Every Friday in February, we will be looking for the SAM class that demonstrates
the utmost motivation, ferocious SPARTAN SPIRIT and most creative gear to be
awarded the #FIERCEFRIDAY SPIRIT Wreath (to display outside the classroom for
the week-oh yeaaassssss bragging rights) and a classroom FUNFREEZE, cuz your
soooo cool, ice cream party!
How Fierce is that? All you must do is “SNAP” the fiercest selfie or pic of you and
all your kiddos during SAM who are sporting their SPARTAN Gear and email to
stpa.psto@gmail.com before 4pm.
A panel of judges will view all pictures uploaded (limit one per class, please) to
determine the SAM Class who’s SPARTAN-O-METER reigns supreme!
Classes will be judged on the following criteria:
•
•

Number of students (percentage) sporting spirit gear/participation
Creativity of Spartan gear/attire

The #FIERCEFRIDAY winner for that week will be announced on Monday during
morning announcements. At this time, the class will be given the #FIERCEFRIDAY
SPIRIT Wreath to showcase for the week and treated to an ice cream party (to
schedule a time and date, please contact Vanessa Hamel at psto email).
This spirited and FIERCE campaign will end with a sweet celebration. What’s a 10th
YEAR ANNIVERSARY Celebration without CAKE, right? The 4 #FIERCEFRIDAY
SAM class winners will continue the celebration with a personalized STPA 10th
Anniversary cake! Also, a group picture will be featured on the STPA Website
Banner (with the entire group sporting their 10th Anniversary Gear, of course)!

Have Fun, Be Fierce, and Let’s Get this Celebration Started!

SNAP A PIC ON
SNAPCHAT & USE
THE #FIERCEFRIDAY
STPA FILTER
S
$

GET FIERCE-CHECK
OUT OR SHARE
#FIERCEFRIDAY PICS
ON STPA’S
INSTAGRAM &
TWITTER PAGES
GGG

Get all your 10th
Anniversary Limited Edition
Spartan Merchandise at the
PSTO SPIRIT STORE
NOW OPEN:
Every Wednesday (after
school) and Friday (during
lunch @ the Quad)

